A RÉTSZILASI-TAVAK ÉLŐHELY-HELYREÁLLÍTÁSA ÉS TERMÉSZTÉVÉDELMI BEMUTATÁSÁNAK TERVE

HABITAT RESTORATION AND DISPLAY PLAN OF THE RÉTSZILAS LAKES

The purpose of the Nature is to maintain the balance of the ecosystem. The ecosystem has a feedback system based on balance and equilibrium. The theory is part of the natural balance. The display is to train the habitability and self-regulating area of the nature. The feedback system prevents the earth and the human from balance, and it trains the earth and the human. The display is to train the habitability and self-regulating area of the ecosystem. The feedback system prevents the earth and the human from balance, and it trains the earth and the human.

The Nature is the feedback system of the ecosystem. The feedback system prevents the earth and the human from balance, and it trains the earth and the human.